Go, go, go Joseph you know what they say
Hang on now Joseph you'll make it some day
Don't give up Joseph fight till you drop
We've read the book and you come at on top
Go, go, go Joseph you know what they say
Hang on now Joseph you'll make it some day
Sha la la Joseph you're still in your prime
You and your dreams are ahead of your time
This is a few lines from one of the songs from the Andrew Lloyd Weber’s musical, “Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dream Coat”. Don’t worry, I am not going to burst out in song and dance. But, this
happens to be both of my daughter’s favorites especially when they were growing up. This rich story is full
of love, anger, revenge, forgiveness and reconciliation. Yes, Andrew Lloyd Weber takes some twists and
turns in the retelling of the story, which first originates in the Bible in Genesis 37.
Jacob had twelve sons. It is clear that Joseph was his father’s favorite son, which was shown in the gift of
the coat of many colors. He was also given a gift from God of interpreting dreams. Joseph is not shy
about telling his brothers about both of these things. It is no wonder that through the years his brothers
become jealous! This jealousy has led to hatred! They begin to devise a plan to kill Joseph.
After they throw him in a pit, they end up selling him off to some merchants, who take him to Egypt. He is
then sold into slavery. It is while he is serving at his master’s house that he is falsely accused of
something and ends up in prison. As Joseph settles in behind bars, word gets around of Joseph’s gift of
interpreting dreams. This news travels to Pharaoh’s palace and Joseph is summoned to help Pharaoh
interpret his troubling dreams. Joseph explains that there will be seven years of abundant harvests and

then seven years of famine. Egypt needs to save the extra produce so they will have food during the
famine. This all becomes true. Pharaoh is so grateful for Joseph’s help because he saves Egypt. Pharaoh
makes Joseph his right hand man!

